
Wanna stay in Qingdao for only one to two months from J

15006480550
路路路路路路101
Qingdao,  Shandong  266000

Price:  $800.00    Size: 800 SqFt

2 Beds   1 Baths    Apartment

Taxes: $ 0.00

Property Description
Wanna stay in Qingdao for only one to two months from July ?Check this out !

Hi ,every client is my god , I should do my best to help you , but before I help you ,I should tell
you something :
1.July and August is the vacation period , the rent of short term rentals at this moment is much
more expensive . So , I am not sure I can find an apartment under 4500 rmb per month .
2. I will charge you some money as my broker fee ,for short term rentals , generally ,I charge my
clients 2000 rmb , but you will live here for only two months , so maybe I will give you a discount
.But , if the apartment I found for you is very good and cheap , I won't give you a discount , hope
you can understand .
3.Do you like a sharing apartment ? I mean ,would you like to share an apartment with some
other tenant ? Generally , the sharing apartment is a little messy and dirty , because the
apartment is shared by several tenants . but ,I can try to find an apartment which you can share
with only one tenant(generally , it's Chinese ) , that means , the apartment is better and you can
save a lot of money , for example , maybe 2000 rmb for a really good sharing apartment .
Think about it , and tell me you opinion .My English sucks , but at least , I am the best and the
most honest agent in Qingdao .

This is Kaka - always at your service! I've helped out innumerable foreigners in Qingdao, so I
know exactly what you need from a real estate agent – not only a good apartment, but also a
wonderful post-rental service.
Moving to China can be a stressful experience- you need to sort out your visa, accommodation,
cleaning, maybe getting a car, where to do the shopping etc... However, I assure you that you
can call me any time and I'll always be more than willing to take care of these issues for you.
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